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Sponsored by: 

WITH SPECIAL THANKS   
2020 AWARDS SPONSORS

Certified to The Planet Mark nine years, Prologis is a major provider 
of industrial real estate in the United Kingdom, with a platform of 
industrial warehouse and distribution facilities across the country. 

www.prologis.co.uk | @prologisuk 

In its first year of certification, Delta-Simons is a multi-disciplinary 
environmental consultancy centred around Geo-environmental, EHS, 
Environmental Planning, Ecology, and Sustainability. 

www.deltasimons.com | @DeltaSimons

In its ninth year of certification, VolkerWessels UK is a multi-
disciplinary civil engineering and construction group, providing 
integrated engineering solutions in a timely, cost effective manner.

www.volkerwessels.co.uk | @VolkerWesselsUK

A partner since 2013, Circular Ecology work around the world 
providing support with carbon offsetting, resource efficiency, life cycle 
assessments, carbon and water footprinting, and circular economy.

www.circularecology.com | @CircularEcology

Cool Earth, a partner of The Planet Mark since 2016, is a UK-based 
NGO that protects endangered rainforest to combat global warming, 
protect ecosystems and provide employment for local people.

www.coolearth.org | @coolearth

We are proud to have recently partnered with Crowdfunder, the 
number one crowdfunding platform in the UK, having raised over 
£72m. Connecting projects that matter with people who care.

www.crowdfunder.co.uk | @crowdfunderuk
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JustOne is a sustainability consultancy, providing strategy support 
for members of The Planet Mark and beyond. Its approach is to help 
companies find their purpose and engage stakeholders to embody it.

JustOne UK

Stephen Kirk Consulting & Investment (SKCI) has been partnered 
with The Planet Mark since its inception, specialing in high growth 
strategies for innovative and disruptive business leaders.

www.skcinv.com | @SKCINV

Womble Bond Dickinson, certified three years, is a transatlantic 
law firm, providing high-quality legal experience and outstanding 
personal service to a wide range of national and international clients. 

www.womblebonddickinson.com | @WBD_UK

Structure, supporting The Planet Mark rebrand, is a strategic brand 
design agency that operates in the Technology and Finance sectors, 
creating brand and digital solutions that accelerate growth. 

www.designbystructure.com | @dbstructure

The Institute of Directors, the UK’s longest running organisation for 
professional leaders has been certified to The Planet Mark since 
2019.

www.iod.com | @The_IoD

The Planet Mark launched in collaboration with The Eden Project in 
2013, an educational charity, connecting us with each other and the 
living world, exploring how we can work towards a better future.

www.edenproject.com | @edenproject
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WELCOME FROM
STEVE MALKIN 

The Planet Mark Awards is 
a celebration of excellence 
across sustainability, 
from carbon reduction, 
supply chain engagement 
and social responsibility. 
Tonight, we come together, 
albeit digitally, driven by 
our common purpose; to 
create a thriving planet. 

This ceremony is an opportunity to showcase the 
achievements of our community, tackling the global 
challenges of our time with passion, commitment, 
and innovation.   

Each year The Planet Mark community continues to 
push the boundaries of sustainable development. 
In 2019 we saw members add social value 
measurement to their reporting parameters, and 
in doing so calculating their positive contributions 
to society. This year, we introduced the Kindness 
is Contagious group, celebrating the compassion 
organisations have shown to one another during 
the Coronavirus lockdown period and tonight we will 
announce a host of exciting new initiatives. 

These include our Sustainability Strategy and 
Social Value Charter. As we work to create a more 
socially responsible world, we must address the 
fundamental social injustices impacting black people 
and people of colour. We are taking strategic action 
to break down barriers in accessing our profession 
and actively curate an inclusive work culture.

If ever there was a moment in time to be counted 
upon, this is it. Our annual awards often act as a 
springboard, providing energy and enthusiasm from 
you all to lead us into the months ahead, so it is with 
particular thanks to Prologis UK and all our sponsors 
and supporters in making tonight possible.  

There is much to celebrate in these, our third awards 
for holders of The Planet Mark. Achieving The 
Planet Mark is an award in its own right so for those 
organisations registering entries, you have gone well 
beyond the demands of our certification. It means 
that those shortlisted here have done something 
truly extraordinary. And for those that are Highly 
Commended and the few that win an award, you can 
feel rightly proud.  

I would like to thank our judges for their time and 
careful consideration in making these awards so 
special. 

2020-2030 was identified as the Decade of Action, 
a period in which we would need to take decisive 
action to tackle climate change and reverse 
biodiversity loss. This is the moment we must 
collaborate to create a better, more sustainable 
future, bringing forward ambitious targets to 
transition to a zero-carbon future. Let us celebrate 
and turn our attention to our best ever work. 

A final thanks to The Planet Mark team, 
BeaconHouse, our sponsors and members who 
without this evening could not have been possible.

Steve Malkin | CEO and Founder | The Planet Mark

Delivered in partnership with BeaconHouse Events
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SPEAKER PROFILES
TPM AWARDS 2020

Sir Tim Smit KBE is the Co-Founder of the award-winning Eden Project in 
Cornwall. Tim is a consummate professional, environmental campaigner and 
creative entrepreneur. Tim speaks about meeting challenges, daring to be 
ambitious and sustainable living. He is also a Trustee, Patron and Board Member 
of several statutory and voluntary bodies both locally and nationally. He has 
received a variety of national awards, including The Royal Society of Arts Albert 
Medal.   

Sir Tim Smit  |  The Eden Project

As Director of the Development Co-operation Directorate, at the OECD, Jorge 
plays a key role in positioning the OECD’s work on development co-operation 
at the leading edge. He supports the work of the Development Assistance 
Committee and collaborates closely with other components of the OECD’s 
Development Cluster. Prior to this current position, Jorge was Portugal’s Minister 
of Environment, Energy and Spatial Planning and Programme Manager on 
Climate Change Innovative Finance at UNDP’s Bureau for Development Policy.

Jorge Moreira da Silva  |  OECD

Charlotte is an Experienced Chair, Non-Executive Director and corporate 
governance expert with extensive investment banking background. She has been 
a director of seven public companies, including three appointments as chair. 
Charlotte has board experience with a range of unlisted companies including 
international engineering firm Laing O’Rourke, BT Pension Fund, Chair of Institute 
of Directors U.K. and Founder and Chair of Board Apprentice.

Charlotte Valeur  |  Global Governance Group

Hugh is a wildlife film maker who has worked on many of Sir David 
Attenborough’s block buster series over the past 20 years, including The Blue 
Planet, Africa and The Hunt for the BBC. Most recently Hugh directed and 
produced the two marine episode of Our Planet for Netflix.

Hugh Pearson  |  Oceanic Films
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JUDGES 
TPM AWARDS 2020

Sarah has worked in sustainability for over 20 years, and is passionate about 
helping business be a force for good. Her love of nature stems from childhood 
walks in local parks, and studying Sir David Attenborough’s nature series in 
A-level biology. Having been part of the team since the start, Sarah is Chief 
Operating Officer at The Planet Mark. Recently she has been focused on 
integrating social value measurement into The Planet Mark certification. 

Sarah Gillet  |  Planet First

Steve is a passionate and enthusiastic advocate of sustainability and the role 
of business in creating a better quality of life. In 2013, he founded The Planet 
Mark sustainability certification in partnership with the Eden Project. Steve 
visits and works with organisations across the UK, awarding them The Planet 
Mark certification in recognition for their positive contributions to society and 
the environment. On his travels, Steve meets individuals who are making a real 
difference and he shares their uplifting stories along with his own narrative on 
sustainability.

Steve Malkin  |  Planet First

Dan has worked at the Eden Project since its early days, on many of its flagship 
environmental projects. He now works in Eden’s International team, which aims to 
create Eden Projects around the world, each telling stories about different pieces 
of our ecological puzzle. Dan has run Eden’s MSc in Sustainability, in partnership 
with Anglia Ruskin University, since 2014 and co-founded Eden’s sustainability 
leadership programme, HotHouse, in 2016. His passions are around connecting 
people with nature. He’s a huge fan of The Planet Mark community and the 
systemic, and joyful, change they are facilitating. 

Dan Ryan  |  Eden Project 
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JUDGES 
TPM AWARDS 2020

Louise is a Director leading coordination of PwC’s Global Sustainability Network 
and is leading the firm’s work in relation to the UN Sustainable Development 
Goals. Louise has had a wide ranging career with PwC, and extensive 
international experience and networks, built through her 27-year career with PwC. 
She has spent the last eight years working within the sustainability and climate 
change team, most recently as the COO for the global sustainability team and 
leader of PwC’s UN SDG Expertise.

Louise Scott  |  PwC

Matt is Chief Strategy Officer of Futerra, the change agency dedicated to making 
sustainability so desirable that it becomes normal. Having spent over 15 years 
working in retail and sourcing products ranging from paints to kitchens, seeing the 
impact their production and use had, he switched careers to become director of 
Corporate Responsibility at B&Q, and form the Net Positive Leadership team at 
Kingfisher. Since joining Futerra he has worked with some of the worlds biggest 
businesses and brands to develop sustainability visions and strategies that 
combine magic and logic to drive positive change.

Matt Sexton  |  Futerra
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AWARD CATEGORIES 
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MEASURE

• Absolute Carbon Reduction

• Carbon Reduction per Intensity 

• Data Collection and Quality

ENGAGE 

• Employee Engagement 

• Community Engagement 

• Supply Chain Engagement

COMMUNICATE

• Sustainability Campaign

• Sustainability Transparency

• Sustainability Influencer 

OVERALL

• Best Newcomer

• Best Company

• Personal Achievement

PEOPLE’S CHOICE

• Kindness is Contagious
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THE FINALISTS 
ABSOLUTE CARBON REDUCTION

Sponsored by:

Sponsored by: 

Abbey Business Interiors provide workplace and hospitality, furnishing and fit-out services to some of 
the UK’s largest companies. 2019 was their eighth year of certification to The Planet Mark. The footprint 
included emissions from electricity, T&D losses, water, and fleet. The reduction in the overall carbon 
footprint is attributed to a 18.7% reduction in electricity emissions and 37.3% reduction in business travel 
emissions.

Abbey Business Interiors 

A&E Fire & Security, a Royal Warrant Holder, has been providing fire and security protection services 
since 1965. 2019 was its third year of business carbon footprint reporting and it included emissions for its 
Cheltenham offices and operations from electricity, natural gas, water, fleet and paper use. In the 2019 
reporting period A&E Fire & Security reduced business travel emissions by 44.7% 

A&E Fire & Security

Ecoprod supplies thousands of customers with environmental washroom solutions, helping them save 
water and reduce their carbon. 2019 was its sixth year of business carbon footprint reporting. The footprint 
included emissions from electricity, natural gas, fleet, business travel, waste, water, paper and T&D losses. 
The reduction in total carbon can be primarily attributed to a 50% reduction in business travel. 

Ecoprod
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THE FINALISTS 
CARBON REDUCTION PER INTENSITY 
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The Furniture Practice‘s goal is to be the most caring, innovative and effective furniture company, with the 
world’s best supply chain. 2019 was their sixth year of business carbon footprint reporting for their London 
office operations. The footprint included emissions from electricity, T&D losses, water, waste, courier, 
business travel and paper. 

Sponsored by: 

Goodman Logistics Development is part of Goodman, an integrated commercial and industrial property 
group that owns, develops, and manages real estate including warehouses, large scale logistics facilities, 
business parks and offices globally. 2019 was Goodman’s eighth year of business carbon footprint reporting 
and included emissions from energy use in the building (natural gas and purchased electricity), from non-
fleet business travel, from waste disposal, water and from paper used in the offices. 

Goodman Logistics Development

The Furniture Practice
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THE FINALISTS 
DATA QUALITY AND COLLECTION
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Sponsored by: 

GreenZone Cleaning & Support Services Ltd is a leading commercial cleaning company delivering 
commercial cleaning and associated soft services. They provide outstanding customer services with 
unparalleled standards in sustainability best practice to ensure its business activities result in minimum 
environmental impact. 2019 was GreenZone’s eighth year of business carbon footprint reporting and 
certification to The Planet Mark, and its second year of social value measurement. 

GreenZone Cleaning & Support Services Ltd

Homerton University Hospital NHS Foundation Trust provides general health services within both hospital 
and community environments. 2019 was Homerton’s third year of business carbon footprint reporting. 
The Trust first calculated the carbon footprint of its entire estate and fleet for the year ending March 2017. 
Homerton’s reporting boundary in 2019 covered the University Campus and included emissions from 
building, travel, waste, and water. 

Homerton University Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

St Monica Trust is a charity providing a unique blend of retirement villages, specialist care homes and 
support for the elderly. 2019 was St Monica Trust’s third year of business carbon footprint reporting and 
certification to The Planet Mark. It first calculated the carbon footprint of its UK business operations for the 
year ending December 2017. 2019’s footprint covered its six sites, and measured energy used in buildings, 
water use, fleet, business travel, waste disposal and paper use. 

St Monica Trust
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THE FINALISTS 
EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT 
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Bourne Leisure has developed and managed a strong employee engagement programme over the past 
five years. This has involved inducting new staff on the sustainability message, and hosting an annual 
Sustainability Conference, in which team members from all 58 of its operational sites attend. Once back 
at their sites these ‘Environmental Champions’ are encouraged to set up green teams to drive behavioural 
change across all departments, provide reports and areas of focus and attend weekly Leadership Meetings 
to ensure the sustainability agenda has a strong and credible voice. 

Bourne Leisure

Incubeta UK, a digital marketing specialist, created a sustainability committee at the start of the Decade 
of Action. Staff within the committee, have in turn planted the seeds of change within its workforce, 
empowering them to support their fight for a more sustainable workplace and world. The employees were 
engaged within the office, striving to make a positive change, and actively taking part in focus groups about 
sustainable product swaps, evidencing real change taking place in its UK office. 

Incubeta

Becoming employee owned in 2015 was a catalyst for many of Rowlinson’s recent altruistic initiatives. 
From the start of 2019, Rowlinson built momentum on climate-related activities within the company, starting 
with Climate Crisis Day 2019. Along with the sustainability team, Rowlinson Knitwear was able to engage 
colleagues to share ideas to shape their sustainability agenda. The aim was to inspire and inform everyone 
about its sustainability goals, through interactive presentations and workshops. Following Climate Crisis 
Day, colleagues now take responsibility to remind others how to use Rowlinson’s recycling bins effectively, 
as well as share tips and articles on environmental issues.

Rowlinson Knitwear
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THE FINALISTS 
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
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Rentokil launched its #sharethelove campaign with the target of creating 100 community events around 
the world. The organisation donated Disinfection and Hygiene services to healthcare workers, emergency 
service facilities, care homes and many other organisations during the pandemic. Even in uncertain times, 
Rentokil was determined to demonstrate their values and commitment to their global communities. Thanks 
to their efforts, over 250 events took place from Australia to India and Brazil to America involving over 1,441 
colleagues.

Rentokil 

SP Energy Networks created the Green Economy Fund (GEF), investing in green projects, which directly 
benefited the people of Scotland in their journey to net-zero. The GEF was created to close the gap in 
existing funds for community initiatives focused on low carbon ambition and acceleration. The £20 million 
fund is creating sustainable projects with major environmental benefits, whilst also supporting educational 
initiatives, building the infrastructure, and learning needed for energy changes expected over the next 
decade.

SP Energy Networks

UhUb has sustainability and community value at its core, and wanted to share the knowledge, passion, 
and relationships it has with the wider Cleaning sector to influence and increase sustainability activity. The 
‘Time For Action 2020, Sustainability in Cleaning’ event, held at WWF Living Planet Centre, enabled UhUb 
to share sustainability focused personal stories, knowledge, ideas and experience from thought leaders and 
influencers from across Europe and the UK through short hubTalks each based on a personal story, theme, 
or passion.

UhUb
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THE FINALISTS 
SUPPLY CHAIN ENGAGEMENT  
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GLP set out a test bed project demonstrating how supply chain collaboration can lead to carbon reductions. 
GLP set a strong vision from the start of this project and engaged a wide team of sustainability stakeholders 
to share their ideas on how to deliver a Net-Zero Carbon distribution centre. This led to in depth weekly 
workshops challenging the status quo and regulatory boundaries. It is because of these workshops that 
Magnitude 314 is the first building in the world to be verified as Net-Zero Carbon for construction in line with 
the UKGBC Net-Zero Carbon Buildings Framework Definition.

GLP

Impress Print Services act responsibly, care about the environment and supply sustainable print 
communications. From paper and inks to bindings, Impress works with its suppliers to access every detail 
of each product component and are proud to hold the Vegetarian Society Approved Vegan Trademark, 
providing confidence that products are free from animal-derived ingredients. Supply chain management is 
key to ensure sustained and continuous environmental improvement as well as delivering huge benefits to 
their stakeholders and community.

Impress Print Services 

The Marketing Store’s STEM initiative is a vendor engagement program which provides a framework for 
communicating client expectations, aligning business strategies and continuous improvement priorities to 
meet business needs, such as their sustainability targets. To help achieve this, The Marketing Store run 
workshops to provide them knowledge and training on the subject and set specific goals and measure 
performance metrics. Scorecards are used twice a year to identify areas for improvement and enable The 
Marketing Store to reward high-performing vendors.

The Marketing Store
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SUSTAINABILITY TRANSPARENCY
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As the UK’s largest independently owned contract caterers, bartlett mitchell are a business with a social 
conscience. bartlett mitchell’s aim is to keep improving its sustainability performance by setting measurable 
objectives and targets every year, and monitoring progress towards them and how it can do even better. 
bartlett mitchell has been increasingly transparent about its CSER results given the expectation to know 
about its details. Showcasing the business’ results on every possible platform ensures that it keeps the 
momentum going forward.

bartlett mitchell

Commercial’s 14-year sustainability journey has been well documented. Every target, every challenge and 
every achievement has been celebrated with all its stakeholders. Commercial believe transparency is key 
to collectively overcoming the issues of sustainability: environmental, ethical, and social challenges. Earlier 
this year Commercial launched its Social Impact Report. Its purpose, to challenge the traditional model of 
business by sharing its strategies, approach, and impact of their sustainability programme.

Commercial Group

Digital Detox’s Sustainability Diaries series has one simple mission: to hold themselves accountable. To 
give a written trail, month over month, of what it has identified, changed, and improved when it comes to 
being more sustainable. Digital Detox recognise that becoming sustainable is a journey. As a result of this 
transparency initiative, it has acted on climate change by founding the Green Report; the tool to track, 
control and cut digital waste within large organisations.

Digital Detox
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THE FINALISTS 
SUSTAINABILITY CAMPAIGN
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Sponsored by:
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Stephen George + Partners introduced its national agenda ‘Stephen George + You’, in which it made 
strategic investments in local communities through its academic programme. Partnerships were formed to 
carry out several 10-week education programmes over three years, involving groups of Key Stage 3 and 
at selected schools in the South, Midlands, and North of England. The course was developed to teach 
children about environmental issues, translating these into tangible actions they can take.

Stephen George + Partners

TBT Marketing created the “Future Focused” campaign, underpinning everything it does as a business. 
It aims to tell their story and raise awareness around its sustainable approach to marketing. As a B2B 
Marketing Agency, TBT Marketing recognises the services it provides to promote clients’ solutions can 
impact the environment. Focused on making smarter business decisions that support the transition to 
a circular economy, TBT marketing applied technology to liberate the potential to solve business and 
marketing challenges. Their campaign is raising awareness around sustainable marketing practices and 
making their audience consider the impact of their actions. Understanding that taking a Future Focused 
approach benefits the planet, people, and society.

TBT Marketing

The Royal Warrant Holders Association ran a series of sustainability events for its membership, ranging 
from sustainability seminars, through to smaller-scale workshops. Adapting to the challenges of Covid-19, 
RWHA worked with its partners to host a series of webinars based around key sustainability topics.  
Through these events, it is continually inspiring change and finding new ways to lessen the business’ own 
carbon footprint and engage its members in the process of cutting carbon. 

The Royal Warrant Holders Association
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Louis is the driving force behind Hive Cleaning’s appetite for sustainability. 
Through his expertise of the industry, knowledge of environmental issues and 
belief in positive change, Louis can explain to colleagues, clients and the wider 
public about the importance of sustainability. Louis translates this knowledge into 
practice, implementing, training, and demonstrating new, sustainable ways of 
working.

Louis Beaumont  |  Managing Director  |  Hive Cleaning

Philippa has helped to build Thrive, Chetwoods sustainability consultancy and 
has made sustainability simple for colleagues and clients. She is a creative 
thinker and is determined to find and share solutions to enhance Chetwoods’ 
environment and improve health and wellbeing through construction. She is one 
of the first architects to be a qualified WELL Accredited Professional. She has 
a seconded role as UKGBC Local Network Coordinator for the West Midlands 
and is an active member of the local Circular Economy club and co-founder of 
the MAD Midlands Network and her own Transition Town initiative (Transition 
Lichfield).

Philippa Birch-Wood  |  Thrive Director  |  Chetwoods

Russell’s passion and determination for sustainability has been the driving force 
behind some of City & Essex’s most important initiatives, including their change 
to biodegradable disposable gloves, the transition of core cleaning products to 
the innovative Greenspeed Probio range and, joining The Planet Mark. Russell 
constantly challenges the business’ norm and has created an appetite for 
sustainable solutions not as a consideration but as the main objective of City & 
Essex.

Russell Blunt  |  Project Manager  |  City & Essex
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Graeme is a true leader. He has brought sustainability to the forefront of the built 
environment by making sustainability a priority in new developments. He has 
challenged the supply chain to think outside the box and break from the norm 
on new build construction; looking at every detail in embodied and operational 
carbon and overall has made sustainability simple to understand for all. He is a 
true ambassador for championing sustainability in his field.

Graeme Munro  |  Head of Construction Europe  |  GLP

Mark has driven huge changes in sustainability at Childbase, through the Eco 
Schools programme and by encouraging Childbase sites to compete on initiatives 
such as Green Flag status for 2020, and plastic reduction. Mark was the driving 
force behind Childbase adopting The Planet Mark’s Zeroby30 programme and 
has rewritten the Childbase corporate strategy with specific sustainability pillars. 
Mark has fully engaged the board, his teams and feeds the results into the 
strategy for Childbase. Due to Mark’s efforts, Childbase is investing £2m over two 
years to support its sustainability plans.

Mark Bird  |  Health, Safety and Environment Director  

Rebecca from Ingram Valley GB has worked tirelessly throughout the pandemic to 
help get food to some of the most vulnerable in society. From donating produce to 
the Fooditude Covid-19 Emergency Food Appeal Campaign to donations to Cool 
Earth to help the communities in the Rainforest. The impact of Rebecca’s actions 
helped make Ingram Valley Farm the first farm in the world to be certified to The 
Planet Mark.

Rebecca Wilson | Partner | Ingram Valley
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Stephen George + Partners is committed to delivering long-term sustainability and social value. At the 
heart of their overall approach to sustainability lie the UN Sustainable Development Goals. By presenting 
Thought Leadership pieces across social media, running formal education programmes across the country, 
and working with clients to incorporate more sustainable solutions into projects, Stephen George + Partners 
hope to drive the sustainability agenda across generations.  

Sponsored by:

Sponsored by: 

“Doing the right thing” is important to Bourne Leisure and features prominently in their Sustainability 
Strategy. Bourne believes The Planet Mark shares the values and lofty ambition of their Sustainability 
Team; to make a world of difference. Following a 43% reduction in CO2e since 2012, Bourne achieved 
certification to The Planet Mark, and in doing so committed to a 2.5% carbon reduction annually. 
Transparent reduction targets have been key factors in the rapid increase in engagement across the 
business.

Bourne Leisure 

In its first year, Ingram Valley Farm has worked with other members of The Planet Mark Community to 
help get food to those most in need during the Covid-19 crisis. Working collectively to contribute to the 
UN Sustainable Development Goals. Since joining The Planet Mark, Ingram Valley Farm has replaced its 
business fleet of diesel vehicles with electric vehicles, switched to Cool Earth paper and powered the farm 
website with 100% renewable energy.

Ingram Valley Farm

Stephen George + Partners
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DP World London Gateway is the UK’s most integrated logistics hub and is consistently aiming to 
implement best practice for lowering emissions across the supply chain. The business has reduced carbon 
emissions per container from its port operations by more than 50% since inception and saved over 15,000 
tCO2e from the design and construction of warehouses on its logistics park. From the creation of new 
nature reserves and its extensive work with the local community, to the purchase of world-leading low 
carbon equipment, London Gateway continually shows its sustainability credentials, in line with The Planet 
Mark principles.

DP World London Gateway

Womble Bond Dickinson is a leading UK Law Firm with over 1100 staff and eight offices throughout the UK. 
WBD is ISO 14001 certified and its founder members are part of the Legal Sustainability Alliance. It is proud 
to be the first law firm to be an Ambassador for the right Waste, right Place campaign and was recently 
awarded for Sustainability at the LexisNexis Legal Awards 2020.

Womble Bond Dickinson

A Certified B Corporation, Rowlinson has achieved the highest verified standards in social and 
environmental performance. Rowlinson is a longstanding responsible business and full member of the 
Ethical Trading Initiative. The business intends to be a role model for sustainable business, and a leading 
voice that inspires others to actively participate in shaping a more caring and environmentally sustainable 
economy where justice, diversity, equality, and inclusion prevail. 

Rowlinson Knitwear 
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For the very first time, Bidfood joined forces with competitor Brakes to deliver 
over five million vital food packs to the clinically vulnerable shielding though the 
Coronavirus pandemic, in the biggest food redistribution scheme since World 
War II. From April to the end of July, Bidfood teams made more than three 
million deliveries of vital food supplies to over 337,000 households. Bidfood 
asked their employee’s children to draw pictures to include in the care packs, 
to boost morale of recipients. It’s teams received an incredible number of thank 
you letters and messages from those overwhelmed with gratitude for this crucial 
lifeline.

In March, Bourne Leisure closed its doors to guests and opened its doors 
to the most vulnerable in society by offering a home to those who needed 
shelter. Bourne also donated all perishable food and drink to local community 
foodbanks, families and care homes. Both Covid-19 and furloughed team 
members were encouraged to take part in volunteering efforts for the local 
community. Overall, Bourne has strengthened relationships with its local 
communities, and enabled those families helped to remain safe during a very 
uncertain time.

During lockdown Fooditude repurposed their 20,000 sq’ commercial kitchen 
to deliver meals to isolating and vulnerable residents in Southwark, one 
of the worst hit areas by Covid-19. From 3rd April to 31st July they served 
37,178 meals and partnered with 16 different charities, tenants and residents, 
associations, and sheltered housing units, along with other businesses, such 
as the local fire brigade and Southwark Council. By working with so many local 
partners to reach a common goal, this project brought Fooditude closer to its 
community than ever before, something they hope will continue long after the 
pandemic has eased.

During lockdown Restore Harrow Green were called to help a customer in 
the publishing industry move premises. A significant proportion of items to 
be moved included a large quantity of new but unwanted books, destined for 
destruction. Restore Harrow Green took them into storage and contacted a 
number of hospices, offering the books. In total they donated between 20,000-
25,000 books to charities that depend on sales of goods for profit. 
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Celebrating the organisations that reached five years of certification to The Planet Mark in the 2019 reporting 
period. 

Equip4Work HFW 

The Royal Warrant Holders Association

Commercial Group DP World London Gateway
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multidisciplinary 

contractor that delivers 
innovative engineering 
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engineering and 
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airport, marine, energy, 

water, and environmental 
infrastructure.

We are proud sponsors of 
the digital programme at the 

Planet Mark Awards.

volkerwessels.co.uk



prologis.co.uk/sustainability

SUSTAINABILITY
We believe logistics buildings should  
play their part in protecting our planet.  
That’s why, since 2008, our buildings  
in the UK have helped safeguard  
over 11,000 acres of rainforest and  
educated 7,000 school children about  
sustainability, helping them lessen  
their impact on the environment.

Whether it’s sustainable buildings, 
protecting the rainforest or educating  
future generations, something special is…

MADE IN PROLOGIS
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